On the Solution of Interval Linear Systems. In the literature efficient algorithms have been described for calculating guaranteed inclusions for the solution of a number of standard numerical problems [3, 4, 8, 11, 12, 13] . The inclusions are given by means of a set containing the solution. In [12, 13] this set is calculated using an affine iteration which is stopped when a nonempty and compact set is mapped into itself. For exactly given input data (point data) it has been shown that this iteration stops if and only if the iteration matrix is convergent (el. [ 13] ).
S.M. Rump or C" • (complex square matrices with n rows and columns). Throughout this paper the letter "n" is reserved in the prescribed way; only square matrices (which are n x n) will occur. PT denotes the power set over T.
In the following 9 e { +, -,.,/} denotes the binary real resp. complex operations. These operations extend in the usual way to power set operations. If x 9 y 9 T 3 is defined for x 9 X 9 PT 1, y 9 Y 9 PT 2 then X. Y:= {x*ylx 9149 Y} 9 PT3.
The set of all n-dimensional resp. nZ-dimensional hyperrectangles parallel to the axis over real resp. complex numbers is denoted by 0 Nn, D C", B ~" x,, B C" • resp. This is one way to represent interval vectors or interval matrices. Intervals are always supposed to be nonempty.
The rounding of an arbitrary set X into the smallest hyperrectangle containing X is denoted by O: PT~ IT X 9 PT~ ~(X):= ('] {Y 9 ITlX ~_ Y} 9 DT.
The set ~ (X) is well-defined and unique. We define operations ~, ~, ~), ~ over ~Tby
[X],fY]eIT~[X]~>[Y]:=~([X].[Y])
for, 9 This is the smallest hyperrectangte containing the result of the powers set operation. It is uniquely defined and effectively computable (cf. [2, 9, 10, 11] ).
With the componentwise order relation _< for all sets in T (with partial ordering for complex numbers) hyperrectangles are usually described by their bounds. Obvi If by = 0 for some component of b the hyperrectangle a _ b is degenerated, the interior is empty.
For sets X, Y ~ T, int(X) denotes the interior of X, X ~ Y means X ~ int(Y), Re(X) denotes the real part, Im(X) the imaginary part of X. For a real matrix A we define ]AI to be the matrix of absolute values of the components of A, for a complex matrix ]AI is IRe(A)] + IIm(A)l (cf. [2] 
Criteria for Convergence of a Matrix
In [12] the following theorem has been proved: I denote the identity matrix, all operations in (1.1) are power set operations. In a practical application of Theorem 1 one may start an iteration
implies all assertions of Theorem 1. In the following conditions will be investigated under which (1.2) is satisfied.
(1.2) can be reduced to an affine iteration
In [13] the following theorem has been proved:
• be an arbitrary matrix, z 6 S" and ~ X e PS" be compact. Then
Therefore a contracting A is necessary for an affine iteration (1.3) to stop with (1.2). But, in general, it cannot be true that (1.2) is satisfied for some k e N for every starting set X ~ because of two reasons: First, the interior of X ~ must be nonempty because int(X ~ = ~ implies int(X k) = ~ for every k ~ N. Second, (1.2) implies 2 E X ~ In other words only those sets X ~ already containing 2 are suitable to achieve (1.2). For practical applications this is hardly acceptable.
s.M. Rump
To overcome those difficulties the so-called e-inflation has been introduced in [12] . One possible definition for general sets is the following.
Definition 3. For a set X ~ S", S ~ {R, C} the e-inflation X o e is defined by X o e := X + U~(0) for 0 < ~ ~, where U~(0) is some closed and bounded set containing the origin as an interior point.
Obviously, X __ int(X o e). An example for U~(0) is the closed ball of radius ~: around the origin. Using the t-inflation we can define an iteration scheme allowing a complete analysis. 
Theorem 4 is of theoretical interest. In practical implementations general sets can hardly be handled. Therefore we are aiming on obtaining results similar to theorem 4 starting with an interval X ~ and using interval operations in (1.4).
Interval Iterations
If the input data are not exactly representable on the computer they may be replaced by the smallest enclosing intervals. Input intervals occur as well if the input data are afflicted with tolerances. In both cases an inclusion of the set of all solutions is to be calculated. Then the first part of (2.3) implies and
This shows that (2.5) is not satisfied for any k e N. It is p([[J]['l[A]
[) = 2 > 1. In the example it is crucial that A is not primitive.
Using hyperrectangles, i.e. rectangular intervals, is very convenient on digital computers. The operations are simple and fast and can be executed on any computer with a precisely defined computer arithmetic and directed roundings available, e.g. as defined in the IEEE 754 floating-point arithmetic standard (cf. [2, 5, 9, 10, 11] ). Using the arithmetic defined by Kulisch [9] with a precise scalar product gives additional advantages, especially in the case of point data or intervals with small diameters.
Working with general sets instead is hardly possible on computers. One way of representing sets being more general than hyperrectangles are simplices. Simplices are representable on digital computers by means of their vertices and are closed under affine mappings. However, operations are fairly expensive: a matrix-vector multiplication costs 0(n 3) compared to 0(n 2) when using hyperrectangles. Another possibility are standard simplices which will be discussed in Chapter 4.
An Inclusion Method without Interval Iteration
In his book [11] , page 150, Neumaier proposes the following algorithm for computing an inclusion of the solution set In order to compare this algorithm with an inclusion algorithm with an interval iteration based on Theorem 1 (cf. [12, 13, 1,141) some modifications are necessary. Neumaier's original algorithm assumes A to be strongly regular. We want to avoid any preassumption on A, R or b. Therefore, the algorithm will be modified in a way that no such a priori assumption is necessary. This will also prove the non- 
X(EA],[b]) ~_ Y~ <) Z.
Algorithm A will be compared with the following Algorithm B given in [12, 13] with the modification that R ~ mid( Both linear systems with Hilbert and Boothroyd matrices fail for e = 10 -lz. Systems with Pascal matrix fail for e = 10 -8. The different ratios in computing time come from the different number of iterations in step 2 of Algorithm B.
The table shows that as long as e is not too large Algorithm B is a little bit faster than Algorithm A producing similar or even better inclusions. This changes for larger e. The quality of the inclusions of Algorithm B can be improved to the same quality of those of Algorithm A but with the cost of some extra iterations in step 3.
The next table zooms the behaviour of both algorithms for large e. We used Hilbert matrices, n = 10. Both algorithms fail for ~ = 3.5-10 -13. So for large diameters in the matrix elements Algorithm A performs better than Algorithm B. For the largest value of ~ in table 2 Algorithm A is about 20% faster producing bounds with a 20 to 25% smaller diameter. It should be mentioned that the bounds itself are already of very large diameter. In this example, for e = 2.5.10 -13, the inclusion of the 7th component is Obviously Algorithm B is superior for small e whereas Algorithm A shows its advantages for larger diameters of [A] . The diameter of ]hi plays no role at all. We therefore propose to combine both algorithms: If Algorithm B fails to obtain an inclusion after two or three iterations while the diameters of the potential inclusions increase slowly then switch to Algorithm A by computing ft. This approach combines the advantages of both algorithms because for small diameters it saves computing time whereas the additional n3/3 operations for Algorithm A are only invested if necessary. This approach computed very sharp bounds for the solution.
The quality can be measured by the techniques of computing inner inclusions described in [16] .
Standard Simplices
The special structure of hyperrectangles requires IAI or IRe(A)] + Eim(A)t to be convergent in order to allow f(X k) ~_ int(X k) for some k 6 N (see theorem 5). This is a necessary and sufficient condition. Note. diag(C) e R" • is the diagonal matrix consisting of the diagonal entries of C; diag(~) ~ E"• is the diagonal matrix with ~ ~ E" in the diagonal; for M e E"• max(M) ~ E" is the column vector consisting of the maximum of the rows of M, and e-1 e E" is the vector (e/-1).
The approach by Jansson and the proof are based on geometrical considerations. It can be shown that with a technical assumption similar to the one used in the previous section this geometrical approach implies the fact that condition (1.1) in Theorem 1 is satisfied for X = S. By the previous Theorem 9 and the results of Jansson it follows that (4.3) is optimal in the described geometrical sense.
The following examples will show that w.r.t, the inclusion methods described in [12, 13] standard simplices play a special role.
There are real matrices A which are convergent with P(I A I) >_ 1 and mapping some standard simplex into itself. On the other hand, there are matrices A the absolute value of which is convergent but A maps no standard simplex at all into itself. Since this extreme value is obviously a minimum there is a contradiction to (4.13) A short computation implies immediately that c = 0 or d = 0 forces a = b = c = d = 0, the trivial case.
In other words A. S ___ S is, except for the trivial case, not possible although p ([A [) < 1. That means an iteration (1.4) using hyperrectangles will stop for any starting set X ~ whereas no standard simplex is mapped into itself by the matrix A. This behaviour becomes clear when looking at the eigenvectors which are (1, -x/2/2) T and (1, w/2/2) r.
There might be other representations of sets being suitable for numerical computations and allowing to verify convergence of A even if p(IAI) >_ 1. At least the standard simplices do not seem to be suitable for general matrices.
Conclusion
A constructive method has been given for proving convergence of an interval matrix resp. its absolute value by means of an iteration. It has been shown that the iteration stops if and only if the absolute value of the matrix resp. the sum of absolute values of real and imaginary part is convergent. The criterion is applicable on digital computers with the cost of n 2 operations per iteration step.
The criterion is especially useful in combination with socalled verification algorithms (see [13] ) for linear and nonlinear systems of equations and other standard problems in numerical analysis.
For the application to inclusion methods (see [12, 13] ) being described for the case of linear systems in theorem 1 this means the following.
The iteration scheme (1. 
